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INCLUSIONS:
Safety gear: All necessary safety equipment is provided to ensure safety during the
kayaking activity.
Professional Instructor: We have a team of friendly staff members and certified
trainers to assist you throughout the experience and make you feel comfortable.
Kayaking equipment: All necessary safety equipment, including a sturdy Kayak, is
provided to ensure safety during the kayaking experience.
Boat Transfers: You will be safely transferred to the starting point and back by our
dedicated boats.

EXCLUSIONS:
Entry ticket: The entry ticket is not included in the package.
Accommodation: Arrangements for accommodation before and after the
experience are not a part of the package.
Meals: This plan does not include meals and refreshments.
Personal expenses: The package does not include personal expenses of any nature.
Insurance: Insurance is not covered.
Anything not mentioned in the ‘Inclusions’ section.

As you reach the meeting point, our team will warmly welcome you. After the initial
meet-up and interactions, we will take you on a short boat ride to the main starting
point. The island is a short distance away from the shores to ensure you have a
fulfilling kayaking experience. 

Once you get off the boat, the professional instructors will conduct a short briefing
session. You will learn about safety procedures, paddling techniques, and guidelines
for safely navigating the Lake. Ask any questions that you may have to have a fruitful
and enjoyable experience. 
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ITINERARY:
1. Welcome and Registration

2. Safety Briefing 
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Once you are all prepped up, it's time to set sail. We will help you launch the Kayaks
into the Lake. Before stepping onto the raft, keep your loose belongings in a small
bag to ensure they remain secure. Start paddling, and off you go!

Navigate through narrow canals, meandering waterways, and open expanses of
Vembanad Lake. However, remember to follow the route you have been instructed
on during the session. These backwaters are home to a lot of avian species. Watch
for various bird species, such as egrets, herons, kingfishers, and migratory birds that
inhabit the Lake's ecosystem. Soak in the breathtaking views of coconut groves,
small traditional villages, and lush greenery along the Lake's shoreline. This kayaking
experience will definitely take you to a different world, away from the city's hubbub,
into a calming and rejuvenating atmosphere. 

As the activity ends, return to the designated starting point on the island. Finally, your
unique kayaking experience will end. Board the boat for the return journey to the
meeting point. As you return to the designated meeting point, your morning kayaking
adventure in Vembanad Lake concludes.

3. The Fun Begins

4. Explore the Beauty of Vembanad Lake

5. Debrief and Farewell
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